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FundAmental aspects of interfacial phenomena in aqueous systems are determined by the properties of interfacial water 
It has become evident that interfacial water must be characterized spectroscopically in order to explain the recently identified 
non DL VO forces observed by atomic force microscopy and with the surface force apparatus. [n the past little infornlation 
was available regarding the spectroscopic characteristics of interfacial water due to the difficulty in differentiating between 
bulk and interfacial water. However, with the advent of FT[R and Raman internal reflection spectroscopy (IRS) and the 
recent non-linear optical technique, sum frequency generation (SFG), more information on interfacial water is now aVjlilable 
as is evident from the results of recent spectroscopiC studies, Thus the non DLVO forces eventually may be explained by 
the extent of hydrogen bonding as revealed by surface spectroscopiC techniques, 

Podstawowe aspekty zjawisk mi~dzyfazowych w ukladach zawieraja,cych wod~ Sl\. okreslone przez wlaSciwosci wody 
mi¢zyfazowej, Ostatnio stalo si~ oczywiste, te woda mi~dzyfazowa musi zosta~ scharakteryzowana spektroskopowo w celu 
wyjaSnienia natury sil nie uj~tych w teorii DLVO, a zaobserwowanych pod mikroskopem tunelowym oraz z wykorzystaniem 
wagi powierz.chniowej, W prz.es1Josci bylo dost~pnych niewiele informacji na temat spektroskopowej charakterystyki wody 
mi~dzyfazowej, co wynikalo z trudnosci w rozr6tnieniu wody mi¢zyfazowej od wody otaczaja,cej, Wraz z wynalezieniem 
FT[R i spektroskopii ramanowskiej z detektorem odbi~ wewn~trZllych (IRS), oraz oSlatnio technikioptyki nieliniowej 
sumujl\.cej cz~stotliwos~ generacji (SFG), dost~pnych jest duro wiecej informacji na temat wody mi~dzyfazowej nit przy 
UZyciu tradycyjnych metod spektroskopowych. Tak wi~c istnienie sil nie uj~tych w leOrii DL VO mote bye wyjaSnione przez 
wil\.Z&nia wodorowe, kt6re mOZlla wykry~ technikami spektroskopii powierzchniowej. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The properties of interfacial water are of great importance in many technological areas including 

flotation, solid-liquid separation, stabilization of dispersions and emulsions, coalesence, flocculation, 
adsorption, corrosion, and soil contamination. Recent research suggests that the structural features of 
interfacial water determine the nature of interaction forces which control the aforementioned 
phenomena. Thus, it is expected that the fundamental aspects of wetting phenomena are determined 
to a great extent by the structure and properties of interfacial water. For example, the nature and 
behavior of thin films during bubble attachment at the surface of a hydrophobic particle and the stability 
of water films in the froth phase are excellent examples of the importance of interfacial water in the 
flotation process. Similarly, the phenomenon of film stability is a critical issue in other technological 
areas, including the treatment of oily waste water. 

The characterization of interfacial water is necessary in order to understand the so-called non-DL VO 
interparticle forces (strucrural!hydration forces» and their influence on particle dispersion and 
aggregation in aqueous systems, particularly at high salt concentrations. These non-DL VO forces 
include both hydrophilic and hydrophobic interaction forces. Several researchers have provided 
experimental evidence for the existence of these forces and interfacial water structure is believed to 
strongly influence the nature of these short-range forces (1-4). 

1.1 Hydrophilic Interaction Forces 
Model systems such as polystyrene/quartz and silica/sapphire have been studied by atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) to measure the particle interaction forces prevalent at high ionic strengths. 
Microspheres of hydrophilic silica and hydrophilic polystyrene (with R-N~ surface functional groups) 
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were glued to an AFM cantilever in order to measure the surface forces involved in these systems as 
a function of pH and ionic strength (5). In both systems (polystyrene sphere/quartz plate and silica 
sphere/sapphire plate) repulsive forces were observed at a pH value of 11.5 when the interacting 
surfaces are similarly charged and attractive forces were observed at a pH value of 3.5 when the 
interacting surfaces are oppositely charged. Similar results were obtained at different ionic strength 
values (2M and 4M KCI). The DL VO theory is inadequate to explain the forces observed in these 
systems at high ionic strengths (5). As a consequence, non-DL VO forces (hydration forces) at small 
separation distances should be considered in order to explain these observed forces. The hydration 
forces which are now known to determine the interaction of surfaces at small separation distances were 
unrecognized until recently. In the past decade there has been significant progress in measurin~ and 
characterizing these repulsive hydration forces between hydrophilic surfaces of similar charge (6,7). 
In addition, attractive forces have been measured between oppositely charged particles. Theses results 
suggest that the sign of the surface charge plays an important role and the attractive non-DL VO forces 
can be present between hydrophilic surfaces of opposite charges. It is evident both from optical and 
atomic force microscopy studies that there exists both repulsive and attractive forces between 
hydrophilic surfaces at high ionic strengths depending on whether the surfaces are similarly or 
oppositely charged. In this regard, the attractive forces observed (optical microscopy) and measured 
(AFM) between oppositely charged surfaces at high ionic strengths appear to result from an 
antisymmetric water dipole arrangement near these surfaces. On the other hand, repulsive forces 
between similarly charged surfaces may be due to the symmetric dipole ordering near the surfaces 
involved. 

1.2 Hydrophobic Interaction Forces 
Other attractive non DL VO forces between hydrophobic surfaces have been measured for various 

systems over the last 10 years (8-10). Direct force measurements were conducted using the surface force 
apparatus (SFA) of Israelachvili and Tabor (II). Here mica surfaces are hydrophobized by 
self-assembled arnines from aqueous solution (9) or by depositing insoluble, double-chain arnines using 
the Langmuir-Blodgett technique (10). Both short and long range hydrophobic forces have been 
observed, particularly when neutral surfactants, such as octanol, are co adsorbed in the self assembled 
monolayer to increase the hydrocarbon chain ordering. Mica surfaces were also hydrophobized by 
treating them in water plasma, followed by methylation (12). Rabinovich and Derjaguin (13) used a 
different type of SF A to measure hydrophobic forces between crossed silica fibers methylated with 
dimethyldichlorosilane (DMDCS). More recently, Rabinovich and Yoon (14) used atomic force 
microscope (AFM) to measure the hydrophobic forces between silica surfaces methylated with 
trimethy1chlorosilane (TMCS) and octadecyltrichlorosilane (ODTCS). 

Many theories have been proposed regarding the origin of the attractive hydrophobic force, 
including; entropy increase due to configurational rearrangement of water molecules when two 
hydrophobic surfaces approach each other (15,16), capillary force due to cavitation in the vicinity of 
hydrophobic surfaces (17), hydrodynamic correlation between fluctuating iiquid-solid interfaces (18), 
and correlation of dipoles associated with molecular domains (19,20). 

1.3 Summary 
Optical and atomic force microscopy studies of particles have shown that there exist both repulsive 

and attractive forces between hydrophilic surfaces at high ionic strengths depending upon their surface 
charge (4). The DVLO theory fails to describe these forces observed at high ionic strengths. 
Failure of the DLVO theory may be due to the fact that the separating medium (water) is treated as a 
structureless continuum. While this approach may be applicable at large separation distances, for short 
distances from the surface, the separating medium may have a distinct structure that varies with distance 
and is significantly different from that of the bulk. Evidence for this is given by the oscillation of 
repulsive hydration forces measured on mica surfaces (21). Also, molecular simulations of water 
dipoles near surfaces suggest that hydration forces arise due to the ordering of interfacial dipoles. The 
ordering of water molecules depends on many factors such as the geometry and coordination number 
of aqueous species, the type of interface involved, and the physical and chemical nature of the surface 
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involved. Marcelja and Radic (16) suggested that a polar surface will perturb interfacla. ."' -' 
molecules and the propagation of this perturbation via dipole interaction will result in a forcc_-._ 
extends over several molecular layers. The strength of the perturbation of the water structure We> L. ~ 

depend on the surface charge. Such an approach was favored by Rand and Parsegian (22) to descnbc 
the attractive hydration forces between phospholipid bilayers. Recent results from FT-IRlIRS and 
Raman IRS as well as sum frequency generation techniques for interfacial water characterization 
indicate that the interfacial water structure is different at hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces. These 
and other spectroscopic features are discussed in the following sections. 

2. INTERNAL REFLECTION SPECTROSCOPY 

2.1 FT-IR Internal Reflection Spectroscopy 
Internal reflection spectroscopy (IRS), alternatively referred to as attenuated total reflection (ATR), 

allows for in-situ real time spectroscopic measurements. Consequently, IRS has become a powerful 
analytical tool for in-situ surface analysis in many areas of colloid and surface science (23-30). 
Total Internal Reflection. Shown in Figure I is a schematic representation of a ray of light undergoing 
total internal reflection in a parallelpiped shaped internal reflection element (IRE). Two requirements 
must be met before total internal reflection can occur. First, the IRE must be optically denser, that is, 
have a higher refractive index, than the sample (n, > n2). Second, the incident angle of the light beam 
in the IRE must be greater than the critical angle, 60 : 

6
0 

= sin" (n/n,) (I) 
where n2 and nl are the refractive indices of the sample and the IRE respectively. When the incident 
angle is greater than the critical angle, total internal reflection occurs. As the light is totally reflected 
at the interface, an exponentially decaying evanescent wave is set up in the rarer outer phase (sample). 
It is through this evanescent wave that sampling occurs. The exponential decay of the evanescent field 
into the sample describes the decrease in the electric field perpendicular to the surface, the Z direction. 
Thus the electric field at some distance Z from the nonabsorbing interface is expressed as (31): 

E = Eo exp « -2.l.1A,)(sin2 6 -n2,62,2)'!2Z) (2) 
where Eo is the electric field amplitude at the surface, A, =AJn, is the wavelength of the radiation in the 
denser medium, A is the wavelength in free space, 6 is the incident angle, ~, = n/n" and Z is the 
distance from the surface. 

G,= sin-'(n,/n,) 

Figure I. Schematic of light ray undergoing multiple tOlal internal reflections in an IRE. 

Depth of Penetration. The depth of penetration of the evanescent field is an important parameter in 
internal reflection spectroscopy and is particularly significant in the present work. Harrick (32) defined 
the depth of penetration as the distance from the IRE where the electric field amplitude falls to lie of 
its value at the surface. The depth of penetration, dp, as defined by Harrick and is given by: 

dp '" A/(n,21t(sin26 - n2,2)'!2) (3) 
As evident from the above, in-situ FTIRlIRS with internal reflection elements should be a powerful 
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analytical technique to study the spectral characteristics of interfacial water. Specifically, interfacial 
water present at various distances from the surface can be described based on this in-situ FTIRfIRS 
spectral information. In other words, spectral characteristics including band position, intensity, and 
shape can be examined at different distances from a surface by simply varying the incident angle. The 
incident angle can, in tum, be varied by changing the face angle of the IRE and the optics of the 
experiment. 
Characterization of Interfacial Water Spectra. The in-situ FTIRfIRS spectra of interfacial water 
generated at the silicon surface were studied by examining in detail the OH stretching region betWeen 
3000 and 3800 cm·1 (33). This region of the interfacial water spectrum forms a broad band which can 
be deconvoluted into several peaks. The origins and the interpretation of the band frequencies in this 
region still remain somewhat controversial. However, two important regions can be identified in this 
spectral range without any uncertainty as discussed previously. The spectral features surrounding 3600 
cm·1 can be assigned to the stretching vibration of non-hydrogen bonded or free OH oscillators (groups), 
whereas, the spectral features between 3000 and 3500 cm·1 can be ascribed to the stretching vibrations 
of the hydrogen bonded OH (34,35). 

The spectral region between 3000 and 3500 cm·1 contains two important peaks. The peak centered 
around 3200 cm·1 is generally attributed to the symmetric stretching ofOH in tetrahedrally coordinated 
water molecules (34). This peak dominates the ice spectra and therefore the appearance of this peak 
would be an indication of the presence ofan ice-like structure for water in tetrahedral coordination. The 
second important peak. in this spectral region lies around 3450 cm· l

• This peak is attributed to molecular 
arrangements with a lower degree of hydrogen bonding (incomplete tetrahedral coordination) compared 
to that indicated by the peak at 3200 cm'l (34). 

These peaks in the spectral region from 3000 to 3800 cm'l can be used as indicators of the extent of 
hydrogen bonding present in interfacial water. The extent, or the degree, of hydrogen bonding then 
reflects the structure of interfacial water. In view of the above, spectral features in the region from 3000 
to 3800 cm·1 were used to describe the structure of interfacial water at a hydrophilic silicon surface (33). 
Similar spectral features were used by other researchers to characterize interfacial water by Raman IRS 
(36) and sum frequency generation (35,37) near sapphire and quartz surfaces respectively. 
SiliconlWater System. Absorbance spectra of water was obtained in the OH stretching region as a 
function of depth of penetration, dp' from the silicon surface. Since at smaller dp values (<262 nm), 
critical angles can be reasonably well defined for the wavelengths in the OH stretching region (32), 
water spectra (normalized with respect to the number of reflections) were obtained at dp values ranging 
from 153 to 262 nm.The broad peaks were deconvoluted using the Fourier self-deconvolution method. 
Figure 2 shows the deconvoluted spectrum of water at a <4 of 153 nm along with the original spectrum. 
Three peaks centering around 3600, 3400, and 3200 cm·1 can be clearly seen from this figure. Other 
deconvoluted spectra of interfacial water are shown in Figure 3 for three different <4 values ranging 
from 153 nm to 231 nm. The differences in these spectra as <4 is varied from 153 nm to 231 nm are 
immediately obvious and changes in the relative intensities of the peaks centered about 3600,3.400, 
and 3200 cm·1 can be noticed from this figure. These results suggest that the extent of hydrogen bonding 
(water strucruring-tetrahedral coordination) is higher in the regions closer to the hydrophilic silicon 
surface than in the regions away from the surface. 

It should be noted that the in-situ FTIRfIRS spectra presented in Figure 3 contain information due 
to the presence of both surface and bulk water. It is evident from these spectra that the extent of water 
strucruring (hydrogen bondinglbond ordering) decreases at greater distances from the silicon surface. 
Thus spectral results using this in-situ FTIRlIRS technique can be used to distinguish between surface 
and bulk water as is evident from the distinct changes in the spectra of interfacial water with changes 
in the depth of penetration. Most importantly, it should be noted that the hydrophilic silicon surface is 
characterized by an accentuation of the 3200 cm·1 peak indicating an increase in hydrogen bonding such 
as found in the ice structure. In contrast a hydrophobic germanium surface seems to accentuate the 3600 
cm,l peak and reduce the extent of hydrogen bonding (38). 
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Figure 2. Original and deconvoluted spectra of interfacial 
water at a silicon surface for a depth of penetration (<1,,) of 
153 run in the OH stretching region (33). 

2.2 Raman Internal Reflection Spectroscopy 

3IIJ) "'" 3200 \/\gvemnber (an') 

Figure 3. Deconvoluted spectra of interfacial water at 
various depths of penetration (<I,,) in the OH stretching 
region (33). 

Internal reflection spectroscopy in conjunction with Raman offers an excellent opportunity 
to further reduce the depth of penetration and as a consequence water structure very close to the 
interfaces can be investigated. Nickolov et al. (36) used this approach to look at water structure at a 
hydrophobic sapphire surface using an argon laser with a wavelength of 457.9 run. The depth of 
penetration achieved in this work was around 30 run at the sapphire surface. Of course the OH 
stretching region was studied in order to investigate the interfacial water structure. However, the 
extremely weak signals from Raman IRS have to be enhanced by maximizing the efficiency of the 
collection optics. 

3.0 SUM FREQUENCY GENERATION 
There has been significant progress in recent years in the development of nonlinear optical 

spectroscopy techniques for probing interfacial regions. Sum frequency generation (SFG) is one such 
technique that can be used for the study of interfacial phenomena. SFG is a powerful technique, 
especially for studying the solidfliquid interfaces, since it can detect the vibrational spectrum of the 
adsorbed species at the surface. Any effective nonlinear optical method for surface vibrational 
spectroscopy should satisfy three criteria: it should be a second-order process so that it is 
surface-specific; input must have a tunable infrared component to excite vibrational transitions; and the 
output should be in the near-infrared or visible range so that it can be detected by a photomultiplier. 
Infrared -visible SFG is therefore an excellent candidate for surface vibrational spectroscopy. In SFG, 
the incoming field, E, is of two frequencies, I and 2; the output is no longer 2 but at 1 + 2. If 1 is in 
the infrared and 2 in the visible, all three of the above criteria are satisfied by SFG. Thus, SFG is highly 
surface sensitive and also capable of selective detection of molecules through characteristic vibrational 
transitions. 

The SFG technique technique was used to study OH stretching vibrations of water molecules at 
quartz/water and quartz/OTS/water interfaces (35,37). As was the case for the FTIRlIRS results, the 
SFG results indicate that an ice-like structure prevails at the hydrophilic surface whereas at the 
hydrophobic surface, the extent of hydrogen bonding is destroyed to a certain extent. Figure 4 presents 
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Figure 4. Comparison ofSFG spectra from hydrophilic and hydrophobic quartz surfacesin water. It should be noted that spe-ctra 
similar to the hydrophobic quartz surface were obtained for the air/water interface and the hexane/water interface (37). 
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SFG spectra for the hydrophilic and hydrophobic quartz 
surfaces in water. 

The SFG spectrum for the hydrophilic quartz 
surface shows a peak at 3200 cm-l, indicating that most 
of the interfacial water molecules are orderly arranged 
with tetrahedral coordination. On the other hand, the 
hydrophobic quartz surface shows a sharp peak at 3680 
cm·1 indicating the existence of free OH bonds. Further 
it was concluded that the OH was oriented with the H 
atom pointing toward the solid surface. Similar spectral 
features further supporting the above results were 
observed by in-situ FTIRJintemal reflection spectroscopy 
(38). 

These same researchers have also found that the 
interfacial water structure can undergo order-disorder 
changes characterized by the reorientation of water 
molecules near a hydrophilic surface at different pH 
values. Figure 5 presents the spectra for the water/quartz 
interfaces with different pH values in bulk water. The 
spectra in Figure 5 show how the two peaks at 3200 and 
3450 cm· j vary with pH. At pH 1.5, the spectrum shows 
a peak at 3200 cm-I, indicating that most of the interfacial 
water molecules are orderly arranged with tetrahedral 
coordination. Then, at pH 8.0, two peaks at 3200 and 3450 
cm· 1 are evident, with the former increasing rapidly. 
Finally, at pH 12.3, the spectrum resembles that of pH 1.5, 
but the peak strength is significantly higher. These results 
can be understood from possible surface-induced ordering 
and disordering of interfacial water molecules. Note in 
Figure 5 that for this hydrophilic quartz surface there is no 
significant peak observed at 3600 cm-I. The free OH peak 
at 3600 cm·1 seems to be characterstic of hydrophobic 
surfaces. See Figure 4. 

Figure 5. SFG spectra from the quartz/water interfaces with different pH values in the bulk water (35,37). 

4.0 SPECTROELECTROCHEMISTRY-FTIRJEXTERNAL REFLECTION 
Habib and Bockris (39) studied the possible orientation of water molecule at the surface of 

plantinum electrodes in aqueous NaF solutions. This work was carried out by using FTIR spectroscopy 
in conjunction with an electrochemical cell having a thin laycr of solution in front of the electrode and 
a reflection attachment to guide the reflected polarized beam from the electrode surface to the detector. 
Differential IR reflectance spectra for H20+D20 mixtures at various cathodic and anodic potentials were 
obtained by these authors and the changes in the intensity of the characteristic OH vibration were 
interpreted as being due to the orientation of the water molecules at the platinum electrode surface. 
Figure 6 shows the maximum O-H absorbance at wavenumber 3275 cm·1 expressed in percentage as 
a function of applied potential. Habib and Bockris attributed the observed increase in the intensity of 
OH stretching band centering around 3250 cm· 1 to the differences in hydrogen bonding at the platinum 
electrode as a function of applied potential. These results were explained in terms of a specific model 
which describes the dependence of the intensity of OH and OD vibration on potential based on the 
orientation of water molecules. For example, the results fit a model for watcr orientation in which water 
molecules lie flat near the pzc and gradually orient with their oxygen oriented toward the surface with 
an increase in anodic potential.The results from this work providc excellent information about the 
nature of water molecules near electrified interfaces. However, these authors failed to describe their 
results in terms of band positions in the differential spectra of interfacial water at different applied 
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potentials. The OH stretching band centering around 3250 em" in the differential spectra clearly 
indicates the ice-like structure (complete tetrahedral bonding) near the platinum surface. Additional 
work certainly needs to be done to further support these findings.Also, it should be mentioned that the 
external reflection technique can not provide any detailed information with regard to the profile of the 
water structure near the surface. 

FTIR ReIIedial (~loO.1~) 

Figure 6. Maximum absorbance expressed in percentage of O-H 
vibration in adsorbed water molecules on PI in a solution of 50% 
H,O + 50% 0,0 + 0.1 M NaF at wavenumber 3275 em" as a 
function of potential obtained from the differentiallR spectra \lith 
respect to the spectrum at 0.1 V. 

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1. 
Potential (V/NHE) 

5.0 CONCLUSIONS 
It is clear that thesc emerging surface analytical techniques offer excellent opportunities to probe the 

interfacial regions in many systems. Gcnerally, the preliminary results from these studies indicate that 
a hydrogen bonded ice-like structure (3200 cm-' and 3400 cm") is significant at hydrophilic surfaces 
and that this structure becomes less significant in regions away from the surface. On the other hand, this 
interfacial water structure was found to be diminished near hydrophobic surfaces at which 
surfaces a significant portion of the interfacial water is free (3600 cm-') and does not exhibit hydrogen 
bonding. Certainly, further research is warranted, especially, in the area of internal reflection 
spectroscopy since this technique provides both bulk and interfacial water structure information. 
Increasing the surface sensitivity of this technique so that the first few layers can be probed is a major 
challenge and efforts are underway at the Univeristy of Utah to meet these goals. 
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